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Hardie civil proceedings turn up the heat
on directors and officers
Dispute Resolution Partner, Anne Freeman, discusses the impact
ASIC v Macdonald will have for Directors, Officers and General Counsel.
The decision in the highly publicised
proceedings by ASIC against seven
former non-executive directors and
three former executives, James Hardie
Industries Limited (JHIL) (now known as
ABN 60 Pty Limited) and James Hardie
Industries NV (JHINV) was delivered
by Justice Gzell on 23 April 2009. The
decision has important implications for
non-executive directors and officers of
listed companies, particularly relating to
disclosure obligations, an area which has
also received heightened focus in recent
shareholder class actions. It also highlights
the role of general counsel in the decision
making of a corporation.

The Allegations
The majority of the allegations made by
ASIC related to public announcements
made about the establishment and
funding of the Medical Research and
Compensation Foundation (Foundation)
which was established to manage and
pay out compensation to sufferers
of asbestos-related injury who had
claimed or would make claims against
members of the James Hardie group.
The public announcements included
various announcements to the ASX,
statements made at a press conference
and statements made at certain
“roadshow” presentations conducted
in Edinburgh and London. Those public
announcements were to the effect that
the Foundation was fully funded to meet
all future estimated asbestos claims, and
provided certainty to those with asbestos
claims against companies in the James
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Hardie group. Other allegations related to
statements which were made relating to the
restructuring of the James Hardie group,
and disclosure obligations concerning that
restructure.

The Findings – Draft Announcement
A matter of factual contest was whether
the board of JHIL had approved a draft
announcement to the ASX in relation to the
establishment of the Foundation. That draft
referred to the Foundation as being fully
funded, providing certainty to claimants and
shareholders and sufficiently funded to meet
all legitimate compensation claims. The draft
also referred to expert advice which had
been sought by the directors in establishing
the Foundation.
Having found that the directors did approve
the draft announcement, Justice Gzell was
then required to decide whether, in so
doing, the non-executive directors breached
their statutory duty of care and diligence
(section 180(1) of the Corporations Law,
as it then was). One of the issues to be
determined was the extent to which the
non-executive directors could rely upon
their fellow directors, management and
external advisers. His Honour found that
all of the non-executive directors knew,
or should have known, that if JHIL made
the statements about the sufficiency of the
Foundation’s funding, which were contained
in the draft announcement, there was a
danger that JHIL would face action for
publishing false or misleading statements,
that JHIL’s reputation would suffer and
there would be an adverse market reaction.
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His Honour found that this was not
something upon which a director could
rely on his or her fellow directors
(those, for example, more interested
or concerned with the company’s
communication strategy). As this was
a key statement in relation to a “highly
significant restructure of the James Hardie
group”, his Honour considered that
the directors could not delegate their
duty to a fellow director, nor was this
a case where there could be reliance
upon management or an external
adviser because approval of the draft
announcement “involved no more than an
understanding of English the language used
in the document”.
In many respects, ASIC’s case against
the non-executive directors in relation
to the draft announcement was made
easier because those who gave evidence
said that they would not have approved
the draft in its form because it contained
unequivocal and unqualified statements.
That made ASIC’s task of demonstrating
that each of the non-executive directors
knew the draft announcement contained
false, misleading or deceptive statements,
far easier.
Justice Gzell found that by “acknowledging
that they would have spoken against, or in
modification of” the draft, they impliedly
conceded they had a duty to do so.
Each of the non-executive directors
had information about the limitations
of actuarial estimates which JHIL had
received. They all knew that there was
uncertainty about the future liabilities
to asbestos claimants and in those
circumstances, they failed to discharge
their duties to JHIL by approving the draft.
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A similar finding was made against
Mr Macdonald, the CEO. Interestingly, as
against him, it was alleged by ASIC that he
also breached his duty by failing to inquire
of each of the other directors as to whether
they had formed the opinion that it was
certain that the Foundation’s funding would
be sufficient to meet all legitimate present
and future asbestos claims. That allegation
was given short shrift by the judge, who
found it was no part of the CEO’s duty to
monitor the individual bases upon which his
co-directors voted on the issue. His Honour
did, however, find that the CEO breached
his duty by failing to advise the board that
the draft was expressed in too emphatic
terms and was false or misleading, and also
by failing to advise the board about the
limited nature of the reviews undertaken
by external advisers of the cashflow model
upon which the draft had been based.
The findings made against JHIL’s General
Counsel, and Company Secretary,
Mr Shafron, are noteworthy. First,
Justice Gzell found that the functions
performed by Mr Shafron involved him
participating in the making of decisions that
affected the whole or a substantial part of
the business of JHIL. He was, therefore,
relevantly an “officer” of JHIL. This appears
to be the case regardless of his role as
Company Secretary. Those relevant
functions included presentations to the
board about addressing the group’s asbestos
claims exposure in any restructure of the
group, providing memoranda to the board
on their obligations under the Corporations
Law and presenting on legal issues in relation
to the restructure. He also retained the
actuarial reports and assisted the CEO with
the drafting of board papers and planning
the restructure. As General Counsel, Mr
Shafron was found to have a high degree of
responsibility to protect JHIL from legal risks
associated with the proposed publication of
the draft announcement. It was found that
2

it must have been obvious to him that if
JHIL made an announcement which was
false and misleading, it might contravene,
or risk contravention by JHIL, of the
Corporations Law.
ASIC also alleged that Mr Shafron
breached his duty by failing to advise
the board that the draft was expressed
in too emphatic terms as to funding of
all asbestos claims. It was argued that
Mr Shafron had no such duty to warn
the board because a reasonable director
would have recognised this. Justice Gzell
rejected this, finding that Mr Shafron had
a duty to protect JHIL from legal risk, and
that he should have warned the board
that publishing the draft would put JHIL in
jeopardy. Like the CEO, it was also held
that Mr Shafron should have advised the
board about the limited review which had
been undertaken by external advisers.
In relation to the CFO, his Honour found
that it must have been obvious to him that
if the directors were not told about the
limits of the review of the cashflow model
by the external advisers, they might act
under the misapprehension that the
reviews were more significant than they
were. It was found that he breached his
duty by not advising the board that the
external advisers had not verified the
assumptions adopted by the cashflow
model.
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Other Announcements/
Statements
The final version of the draft
announcement was issued to the ASX on
16 February 2001. ASIC alleged that the
CEO had breached his duty in approving
the final ASX announcement, containing
the emphatic statements about the
funding of the Foundation. For the same
reasons, Justice Gzell found the CEO
had breached his duty in approving the
announcement and failing to advise that
it should not be released or that it should
be amended before release to remove
the false statements. JHIL was found to
have contravened sections 995 and 999
of the Corporations Law by issuing the
final ASX announcement which was false
or misleading, and was likely to induce
other persons to sell or purchase JHIL
shares and have the effect of increasing
or maintaining the market price of JHIL
shares.
A press conference occurred on
16 February 2001, at which ASIC
alleged that the CEO made similar false or
misleading statements as to the sufficiency
of funding of the Foundation. He was
found to have breached section 180(1)
by making those statements. ASIC also
alleged that in making the statements,
Mr Macdonald was in breach of section
181(1), which requires a director to act
bona fide in the interests of the company.
Justice Gzell found that a breach of that
obligation requires a consciousness that
what is being done is not in the interests
of the company, and deliberate conduct in
disregard of that knowledge. His Honour
applied authority that to demonstrate
such a breach, it must be shown that the
substantial purpose of the director was
improper or collateral to the duties as
director of the company – the issue is
not whether a management decision was
www.piperalderman.com.au
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good or bad but whether the director has
acted for a collateral or improper purpose.
The test is an objective one. Justice Gzell
found that although Mr Macdonald may have
been misguided in his actions, there was no
conflict between his personal interests and
that of JHIL; he had been overzealous, but
overzealous in the interests of JHIL.
Justice Gzell also held that JHIL had
breached both section 995(2) and 999 in
relation to the statements made by Mr
Macdonald at the press conference.
There were a further two ASX
announcements which were found to
contain similar false or misleading statements
about the funding of the Foundation. Justice
Gzell found both Mr Macdonald and JHIL
in breach of the Corporations Law in
relation to those announcements.
Statements about the sufficiency of the
Foundation’s funding were also made by
Mr Macdonald in mid 2002 when he, as
then CEO of JHINV, undertook investor
roadshow presentations. Slides used in the
presentation were lodged with the ASX.
The statements were found to be misleading
or deceptive and Justice Gzell held
Mr Macdonald to be in breach of section
180(1) and JHINV in breach of sections
1041E and 1041H of the Corporations
Act in relation to them.
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Other Allegations
At the JHIL board meeting on 15 February
2001, the board resolved that JHIL enter
into a deed of covenant and indemnity
with two of its subsidiaries. By that
deed, the subsidiaries covenanted that
they would not make a claim against
JHIL arising from their involvement
with asbestos products and provided
an indemnity to JHIL against any claims
in relation to asbestos products. In
consideration, JHIL was to make annual
payments to both subsidiaries until
2042. One of the subsidiaries also
gave a covenant to the sole registered
shareholder of JHIL to acquire all of the
shares of JHIL. No information about
this deed was disclosed by JHIL until the
publication of its annual report some
4 months later.
ASIC alleged that in failing to disclose
information about the deed to the
ASX, JHIL was in breach of Listing
Rule 3.1 and section 1001A(2) of the
Corporations Law as carried over into
section 1001A(2) of the Corporations
Act. ASIC also alleged that Mr Macdonald
and Mr Shafron breached section 180(1)
by failing to advise the board as to the
disclosure of the information in the deed.
Justice Gzell found that a reasonable
person would have expected the
publication of information about the
deed to have material effect on the JHIL
share price, that information about the
contents of the deed was otherwise not
generally available, and that JHIL’s failure
to notify the ASX was negligent because
JHIL had not obtained any legal advice as
to whether disclosure should be made,
and neither the board nor management
considered the issue.
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By way of defence in relation to the
failure to consider or advise in relation to
disclosure of information about the deed,
Mr Macdonald relied upon section 180(2)
of the Corporations Law, namely the
business judgment rule. That rule provides
that a director or officer is taken to meet
the requirements of section 180(1) in
relation to a business judgment if:
•

the judgment is made in good faith for
a proper purpose

•

the director or officer does not have
a material personal interest in the
subject matter of the judgment

•

the director or officer informs him/
herself about the subject matter of
the judgment to the extent he or she
reasonably believes to be appropriate

•

the director or officer rationally
believes that the judgment is in the
best interests of the corporation.

This defence was dismissed by Justice
Gzell because Mr Macdonald did not give
evidence.
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The CEO also relied on section 189 of the
Corporations Law, which relates to the
reliance by a director on information, or
professional or expert advice. This defence
suffered the same fate, as there was no
evidence of any relevant reliance by him, and
Mr Macdonald was found to have breached
section 180(1).
As for Mr Shafron, it was submitted that
since the need to consider whether JHIL was
required to disclose information about the
deed would have been well known to the
CEO and the board, there was no breach
of duty by him only neglecting to bring the
matter specifically to their attention. Justice
Gzell found that even if the continuous
disclosure obligation should have been
obvious to the CEO and other directors,
the absence of any reference to it in the
board papers should have led Mr Shafron
either to advise the CEO or the board
that it needed to consider whether JHIL
should disclose the information, or to
obtain advice or provide his own advice as
to whether disclosure was needed, or to
advise the CEO or the board to resolve that
JHIL provide the disclosure. His Honour
found that since the core of Mr Shafron’s
responsibility was to protect JHIL from legal
risk and to prevent harm to JHIL, he was
duty bound to do one or other of these
things.
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ASIC also made allegations against
Mr Macdonald, Mr Shafron, the nonexecutive directors and JHIL in relation
to an information memorandum sent to
members about a scheme of arrangement
to effect the restructure of the James
Hardie group. Part of the scheme involved
the issue of partly paid shares in the new
holding company, JHINV. The information
memorandum contained a statement
that the partly paid shares gave JHIL
the ability to call on JHINV if it required
funds to meet liabilities. ASIC alleged that
this statement was false or misleading
because, at the time of the approval of
the information memorandum, the board
either intended that the partly paid shares
would be cancelled, or assumed this
would happen. The partly paid shares
were cancelled in 2003. Justice Gzell was
not satisfied that the board had such an
intention or assumption at the relevant
time, and as a result, these claims failed.
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Finally, ASIC alleged that certain steps
in the restructure of the James Hardie
group, including the cancellation of
the partly paid shares, should have
been disclosed by JHINV as part of
its continuous disclosure obligations.
JHINV argued the information was
generally available and that disclosure
was therefore not required. In particular
it was suggested that JHIL had made
private company filings to ASIC which
disclosed the information. JHIL did have
three name changes during this time.
His Honour held that “information on an
ASIC register that might, on payment of a
fee, be searched and might reveal relevant
information if the searcher was sufficiently
astute to consider name changes and
conducted a search of the ABN of JHIL, was
not readily observable matter. The legislation
aimed at preventing selective disclosure of
market sensitive information should not be
understood as treating as readily observable
a complex series of filings by a private
company that had changed its name on a
number of occasions”. His Honour also
found that a complex series of filings with
ASIC is not presented in a way in which
they are likely to come to the attention
of the investing public, who are entitled
to assume that information will be made
available in accordance with the Listing
Rules, and that a member of the investing
public should not be required to pay a fee
to find out information which should be
disclosed in accordance with the Listing
Rules. JHINV was therefore found to be
in breach of its continuous disclosure
obligations.
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Discussion
The decision has been the subject of much
debate, including as to whether the victims
of asbestos injuries have been served by this
decision, given the huge costs incurred by
the companies in defending the matter.
It highlights the need for strict corporate
governance practices in preparing any
statements by listed companies about
significant transactions undertaken by them.
This applies not just to ASX releases but
to any press statements, statements to
investors or potential investors, statements
in prospectuses and in other disclosure
documents.

5

Non-executive directors cannot rely
on their fellow directors or management
in scrutinising the contents of such
statements.
The role taken by Mr Shafron was by
no means unusual for a senior in-house
counsel. The findings made pose an
interesting and no doubt difficult question
for in-house counsel and management of
corporations as to just how involved in
the corporation’s decision-making general
counsel should be, and whether a balance
can be struck in providing a traditional
lawyer/client pure advisory role and a
corporate decision-making role.
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Reinstatement damages explored
Property and Projects Associate, Jonathan Dodd, examines the High Court’s
decision in Tabcorp Holdings Ltd v Bowen Investments Pty Ltd which has
important lessons for those breaching contracts as to the type of damages
that might be awarded.

Background
An office building in Melbourne was
leased by the landlord Bowen Investments
Pty Ltd to the tenant Tabcorp Holdings
Pty Ltd.
The lease commenced on 1 February
1997 for an initial term of 10 years.
Options to renew the lease allowed the
lease to continue until 2017.
The foyer of the building had recently
been renovated by the landlord to a high
standard using granite and American
cherry timber. The landlord had taken
particular interest in these renovations
to the foyer.
The lease for the premises contained
a clause (clause 2.13) prohibiting the
tenant from altering the premises without
the landlord’s prior written approval as
follows:
“Not without the written approval of the
Landlord first obtained (which consent shall
not be unreasonably withheld or delayed,) to
make or permit to be made any substantial
alteration or addition to the Demised
Premises”.
The lease also required the tenant to keep
the premises in repair, to make good any
breakage or damage, and to yield up the
premises in good repair at the end of the
lease.
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The landlord had advised the tenant in
writing on 11 July 1997 that the landlord
could not consent to any alterations to the
foyer until the tenant’s proposals could be
examined at a site meeting on 14 July 1997.
On 14 July 1997, a director of the landlord
attended at the building for the site meeting
to find that the tenant had damaged
the foyer by removing a glass and stone
partition, timber panelling and stone floor
tiles, and was in the process of jackhammering the remaining stone floor.
The tenant had been in possession of the
premises for less than 6 months.
The landlord told the tenant that it was
unhappy with the damage and alterations.
Nevertheless, the tenant continued the
alterations to the foyer area and completed
them on 31 August 1997.
The trial judge, Justice Tracey, found that
the tenant knew that the landlord’s written
consent was required, and that consent
had not been granted.
The trial judge described the tenant’s
conduct as involving “contumelious
disregard” for the rights of the landlord, and
awarded common law damages for two
breaches of the lease by the tenant – being
the destruction of the existing foyer, and the
construction of the new foyer.

6

Damages of $34,820 were awarded by
the trial judge. This amount was arrived
at based on the difference in value of the
premises at the end of the lease with and
without the modifications to the foyer by
the tenant.
The trial judge found that the reduction to
the value of the building to the landlord at
the end of the lease was very little.
On appeal to the Full Court of the Federal
Court, the damages were increased to
$1.38 million. This amount was arrived at
based on a cost of $580,000 to reinstate
the foyer to its original condition, and
$800,000 for loss of rent while the
reinstatement works were carried out.
The majority of the Full Court found
that there was effectively no difference
between the repair obligations of the
lease, and the prohibition of unauthorised
alterations. It was found that damages for
a breach of this type of obligation should
be assessed by reference to the cost of
reinstating the premises to the state of
repair required by the lease.
The tenant appealed to the High Court
seeking reinstatement of the amount of
damages awarded by the trial judge.
The issue to be decided was the
appropriate measure of damages, the
reduction in value of the premises, or the
cost of reinstating the premises.
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The High Court found that the clause
prohibiting unauthorised alterations
to the premises provided the landlord
with the ability to protect its interest in
preserving the physical character of the
leased premises. This interest could be
protected by the landlord by way of an
injunction to stop the tenant carrying
out unauthorised works (although in this
case such action by the landlord would
not have been possible given that the
tenant commenced the works without the
landlord’s knowledge).
The High Court noted that the tenant’s
argument that damages should be
assessed only by reference to the
reduction in value of the premises was
based on an assumption that contracts
may be breached provided adequate
damages are paid to the innocent party.
That is, the argument assumed that a
party may breach a contract if it would
cost less to pay damages than it would
to comply with the contract.
This assumption was rejected by
the Court. The Court noted that
this assumption failed to encourage
performance of contractual obligations,
and was contrary to the general principle
that so far as money can do so, damages
should place the innocent party in the
same position as if the contract had been
performed.

In this case, the landlord was entitled to
expect that the premises would not be
modified without consent, and this would
have happened if the tenant had complied
with its obligations. The cost of putting the
landlord back in the same position as if the
contract had been performed was the cost
of reinstating the premises to the condition
it would have been in if the clause of the
lease had not been breached.
The tenant argued that the loss suffered by
the landlord was minimal, as the ability of
the premises to earn the landlord rent as a
commercial investment was not diminished
by the alterations. However, the Court
noted that it was up to the plaintiff to decide
what best serves its commercial interests,
and that this did not prevent compensation
from being available for breach of contract.
The tenant further argued that damages
be limited by reference to work required
to produce conformity with the contract if
it is reasonable to require the work to be
done. The Court found that reinstatement
damages were not unreasonable in this
case – they were required for conformity
with the contract. The landlord’s desire
for the premises to be reinstated was not
unreasonable.
The fact that the cost of reinstatement was
far greater than the reduction in value of
the premises did not mean that damages for
reinstatement were unreasonable.

It was noted that this does not necessarily
mean putting the innocent party in the
same financial position as if the contract
had been performed.
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The Court summarised:
“If the benefit of the covenant in cl 2.13
were to be secured to the Landlord, it is
necessary that reinstatement damages be
paid, and it is not unreasonable for the
Landlord to insist on their payment.”
The Court noted that the tenant did not
argue that the damages should be reduced
due to the fact that the foyer would
probably need refurbishing at the end of
the lease in any event. The landlord may
be better off as it could use the damages
(and interest earned on the damages) to
rebuild the foyer at the end of the lease.
If that were to occur, the landlord would
be spared the cost of the refurbishment
at the end of the lease. As the tenant did
not make this argument to the Court, the
Court did not make any decision in this
regard.

Implications for contracting parties
Parties to contracts need to be aware of
the potential costs of failing to comply
with contractual obligations.
In general, damages are supposed to place
the innocent party in the same position as
if the contract had been performed (as far
as this can be achieved by money).
Depending on the facts of the case,
damages to put the innocent party
back in the same financial position as if
the contract had not been breached may
not be adequate to compensate the
innocent party.
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Assessment of damages for breach
of a franchise agreement
Corporate Lawyer, Emma-Jane Clark, examines the recent decision of the Federal
Court of Australia in Haviv Holdings Pty Limited v Howards Storage World Pty Ltd.

In July 2002, Howards Storage World
Pty Ltd (HSW) and Haviv Holdings Pty
Limited (Haviv) entered into a franchise
agreement for Haviv to operate a
Howards Storage World business in
a store within the Westfield shopping
centre at Burwood NSW. Pursuant
to the franchise agreement, Haviv was
granted an exclusive territory for a radius
of 5 kilometres around the Burwood
store. The initial term of the franchise
agreement was for 10 years, until 2012
and Haviv had an option to renew for a
further 10 years, ending in 2022.

In August 2004, HSW entered into another
franchise agreement for a Howards Storage
World business to be run from a store
within the Rhodes shopping centre (Rhodes
Store). The Rhodes Store and the whole of
the Rhodes shopping centre was all within
the exclusive territory granted to Haviv. In
fact, it was calculated to be 4.8 kilometres
away from Haviv’s store.

The Howards Storage World business
is for the retail sale of home storage
systems. The Court found that Howards
Storage World stores have no direct
competitors offering the same quality or
range of products, and that other well
known retail chains offer some of the
same types of products but not the full
range.

Haviv claimed to have suffered loss and
damage by reason of HSW’s breach of the
franchise agreement. It was also alleged
that Haviv and a director of Haviv had
suffered loss and damage by reason of two
representations by HSW and a related
company of HSW. The Court rejected the
misrepresentation claims but found that
HSW had breached the provisions of the
franchise agreement and by doing so had
caused Haviv to suffer loss.

Haviv vacated the store in August 2007 and
both parties subsequently purported to
terminate the franchise agreement by reason
of the other’s breach.

In finding HSW had committed the breach
of the exclusive territory provisions of the
franchise agreement, the judgment of Justice
Jagot focused on the following issues:

How are damages to be assessed?
The principles of contract law regarding
damages for breach of contract require
the successful plaintiff, so far as money can
do so, to be placed in the same position
as if the contract had been performed.
The application of this principle generally
requires the comparison between a
hypothetical and an actual state of
affairs. While the plaintiff bears the
onus of proving that the loss in question
is the apparent or likely result of the
breach, once the plaintiff has satisfied
that requirement, the onus shifts to the
defendant to disentangle various other
contributing factors.

At what date, and over what
period should loss be assessed?
The general rule is that damages are
assessed at the date of breach of contract.
The Court found that although the
operation of the Rhodes Store constituted
a continuing breach of the agreement,
the date of opening of the Rhodes Store,
on 29 November 2004, was the date on
which Haviv’s revenues were potentially
affected.
With respect to the period, the Court
concluded that damages should be
assessed over the whole period from
29 November 2004 to 17 July 2022,
which accounts for the balance of the
current term and future terms for which
Haviv had a renewal option.
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What factors should be considered
in order to calculate the monetary
value of the loss suffered by Haviv?
In dealing with the above issues to
calculate damages, the Court considered
expert evidence which assessed the
net present value at that date, of the
expected future profits, calculated on
the hypothetical basis that the breach
did not occur. In the Court’s view, the
discount rate to be applied had to allow
for the risks and uncertainties about the
future income stream, such as the risk of
competitor activity, non-renewal of lease
and relocation, and even the possibility
that the plaintiff might not have exercised
its renewal option. It should be noted
that a term of the franchise agreement
required Haviv to renovate, refurbish and
remodel the premises once every 5 years
from the date of the franchise agreement.
The Court approved a discount rate
of 28% for losses between the date of
breach and the date of judgment, and 30%
thereafter.

n a m e ]

to sales. Projected fixed and variable costs
were then taken into account to produce
the projected net income stream to be
discounted to a net present value using
the discount rates mentioned above. The
case report did not include detailed figures.
However, based on the discount rate, the
damages award would be equivalent to
between 3 and 4 years’ net profits.

Impact of decision
The case illustrates the evidentiary difficulties
facing a defendant in such circumstances, and
the significantly magnified exposure where
the franchisee has renewal options. It will
be a rare situation where a franchise system
has no direct competitors, so the case may
not offer guidance in more usual business
situations. Renewal is often conditional
on franchisee performance, and one may
question whether the discount rate adopted
in the case would be appropriate in all
situations, where a higher discount rate may
be required to allow for the inherent risk in
projecting income for long periods.

As a basis for determining hypothetical
future profits, the Court approved the
selection of a benchmark group of other
Howards Storage World franchise stores
of comparable floor areas, as there was
no basis on the evidence to conclude
that the plaintiff’s store would have been
either the worst or the best performer
of the metropolitan stores. These stores
provided data to estimate likely sales of
the plaintiff’s store in the absence of the
breach. The Court approved a gross
profit percentage of 50.3% to be applied
www.piperalderman.com.au
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Signed letter upheld as binding agreement
Property and Projects Senior Associate, Nick Prove, and law clerk, Jacob Elsworthy
examine the recent Queensland Court of Appeal decision in Moffatt Property
Development Group v Hebron Park in which the primary issue for determination
was whether a letter dated and signed by both parties constituted a valid and
binding agreement for the sale of the applicant’s property.
Background
The appellant, “Hebron Park”, was the
registered proprietor of 20 acres of
rural residential land at Forest Glen on
the Sunshine Coast. The respondent,
“Moffatt”, was a property developer. An
exchange of correspondence between
the parties in April 2008 gave rise to a
dispute as to whether Hebron Park had
made a binding agreement with respect
to the sale of the land to Moffatt. The
dispute proceeded to trial in the Supreme
Court of Queensland where the judge
determined the dispute in Moffatt’s
favour, declaring that a letter dated 8 April
2008 signed by both parties constituted
a valid and binding agreement, and
ordering that the agreement be specifically
performed. Hebron Park sought to have
the decision set aside by the Queensland
Court of Appeal.
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The primary facts were not in dispute.
They were as follows:

Issues to be Determined
on Appeal

•

In July 2007, Mr Edwards, the husband
of the sole director of Hebron Park,
engaged a real estate agent to seek
a buyer for the land. The agent
approached Mr Prebble, a director of
Moffatt, who expressed interest in the
land. However Mr Edwards withdrew
the agent’s authority to negotiate with
Moffatt when he began negotiations
with another potential buyer.

•

In March 2008, Mr Edwards told that
same agent that Hebron Park had not
sold the land and that he “could try and
sell it if he could”. The agent contacted
Mr Prebble again and negotiations
ensued between the parties.

Hebron Park made three submissions
on appeal. First, that the parties did not
intend to be legally bound to a sale and
purchase of the land by the letter of
8 April 2008; secondly, that if the Court
were to find that the parties did intend
to be legally bound, the terms of their
agreement were not sufficiently certain
to be enforceable; and thirdly, that the
letter of 8 April 2008 was not a sufficient
note or memorandum for the purposes
of section 59 of the Property Law Act 1974
(Qld) to enable Moffatt to maintain its
claim.

•

Mr Prebble signed a letter dated
4 April 2008. Further negotiation
elicited counter-offers from Hebron
Park. Mr Prebble sent another letter
on 8 April 2008 to the agent. The
letter was subsequently signed by
Mrs Edwards on behalf of Hebron
Park on 9 April 2009. It was the terms
of this letter that the trial judge
constituted a valid and binding
agreement.
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Issue One – Did the parties
intend to be legally bound?
At trial, the parties framed the issue
as to whether the letter of 8 April 2008
manifested an intention by the parties to
be legally bound to a sale and purchase of
the land by reference to the categories of
contract discussed in the decision of the
High Court in Masters v Cameron. Hebron
Park argued that the trial judge had failed
to properly apply the categories specified
in that case.
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The Court of Appeal considered that
the trial judge’s interpretation was of no
consequence for the ultimate resolution
of the question of fact, and that there
was little purpose to be served in seeking
to resolve the issue of classification from
Masters v Cameron, and that the real
task of the Court is to ascertain and give
effect to the intentions of the parties.
In making this determination, the Court
instead adopted the approach endorsed
by the Queensland Court of Appeal in
Teviot Downs Estate P/L & Anor v MTAA
Superannuation Fund:
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“… the decisive issue is always the intention
of the parties which must be objectively
ascertained from the terms of the document
when read in the light of the surrounding
circumstances. If the terms of a document
indicate that the parties intended to be bound
immediately, effect must be given to that
intention irrespective of the subject matter,
magnitude or complexity of the transaction…”
In applying this test, it was held that the
express words of the correspondence
between the parties, in the context of the
longstanding interest of both parties in the
sale of the property, left no room for an
inference that they did not intend to be
bound to a sale of the property until the
execution of a formal contract.

11

The following factual considerations were
deemed to be determinative:
•

Mrs Edwards (director of Hebron
Park) accepted in an unqualified way
by her signature on behalf of Hebron
Park what was expressed to be an
“unconditional” offer. The unqualified
acceptance of the unconditional offer
gave rise to an agreement which was
explicitly unconditional.

•

The evidence did not suggest that
further negotiation was regarded as
essential by the parties. The terms
of the correspondence exchanged
between the parties contemplated
the execution of a further contract
as the means whereby the bargain
which they had concluded would be
implemented.

•

It was also observed that it was
necessarily implicit in such an
agreement that the parties would
co-operate to do what must be
done to make the further agreement.

•

A Put and Call contract which the
offer in the letter of 8 April 2008
contemplated was also described
as unconditional. That was a clear
indication that the exercise to be
devolved upon Moffatt’s lawyer was
merely a drafting exercise intended
to facilitate the mechanical aspects
involved in the completion of the
transaction to which the parties had
made a binding commitment.
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Issue Two – Uncertainty or
Incompleteness of Terms
Hebron Park’s second submission was
that the terms of the letter of 8 April
2008 were not sufficiently certain to be
enforced. At trial, the judge summarised
Hebron Park’s three principal arguments
as “the letter did not identify the
consideration for the grant of the option
rights, nor specify how or when the rights
were to be exercised”.
The Court of Appeal affirmed the findings
of the trial judge, as follows:
•

Consideration for the agreement - The
exchange of mutual promises clearly
afforded sufficient consideration to
bind the parties to their bargain if
those promises were intended to
create an enforceable contract.

•

The exercise of the option – In the
absence of the specification of a
particular manner of giving notice, the
parties must have been presumed to
intend that any notice which came
to the attention of the other would
suffice.
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•

The timing of the exercise of the option
– In the absence of a stipulated time,
the law is that it was to be exercised
within a reasonable time and what
is reasonable depends on all the
circumstances relevant to the exercise
of the option. Here, settlement of the
contract, that is conveyance of the land,
was to occur on the first anniversary
of the date of execution of the Put and
Call contract. The option or options
therefore had to be exercised in
sufficient time to allow the other party
to convey the property on the one
hand; and to pay the purchase price
on the other. As long as notice was
given in sufficient time before the first
anniversary of the execution of the
contract to allow for conveyance on
that anniversary, the option would have
been exercised within a reasonable
time.

The Court also said more generally that
“once it is accepted that the parties intended
to be legally bound by their exchange of
correspondence, the facilitation of the
mechanical details of the implementation of
their agreement could be supplied by implied
terms and considerations of reasonableness
which obviated the need for further express
agreement”.
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Issue Three – Section 59 of the
Property Law Act
Section 59 of the Property Law Act is
in the following terms:
“No action may be brought upon any
contract for the sale or other disposition
of land or any interest in land unless the
contract upon which such action is brought,
or some memorandum or note of the
contract, is in writing, and signed by the
party to be charged, or by some person by
the party lawfully authorised.”
Hebron Park’s principal complaint in
relation to the insufficiency of the terms
of the letter of 8 April 2008 was that
the letter did not identify Moffatt as the
purchaser. This argument was rejected
both at trial and on appeal on the basis
that the ACN, which was printed in large
letters and numerals at the footer of the
letter, made the purchaser identifiable.
The Court of Appeal, by unanimous
majority, ordered the appeal be
dismissed; and the appellant pay the
respondent’s costs.
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Post-script to Osland v Secretary to
Department of Justice
Dispute Resolution Senior Associate, Ben Hartley, and Law Graduate,
Louisa Vickers, provide a post-script to the High Court decision discussed
in the September 2008 e-Bulletin.
The Court of Appeal of the Supreme
Court of Victoria has recently handed
down its decision following a remitter
by the High Court of Australia. These
proceedings concerned Heather Osland
(Osland), a convicted murderer, and
her application to the Department
of Justice for access to documents in
their possession through the Freedom
of Information Act 1982 (Vic) (the
Act). These documents related to
the Attorney-General’s decision to
refuse Osland’s petition for mercy and
included advice received from Counsel
in relation to the petition for mercy.
The Department of Justice argued that
the documents were subject to legal
professional privilege. However, Osland
argued that privilege had been waived
through a press release made by the
Attorney-General.
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In 2005, the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) ordered
that Osland be given access to the
documents, finding that the documents
were subject to legal professional privilege
but that public interest required that access
should be granted to the documents
pursuant to section 50(4) of the Act, known
as the “over-ride” provision. The Court of
Appeal overturned this decision, holding
that the Attorney-General had not waived
privilege (a decision which was upheld by
the High Court in 2008) and that the override provision did not apply. However, the
High Court held that the Court of Appeal
should have inspected the documents before
deciding whether the over-ride provision
should apply and so the matter was remitted
to the Court of Appeal.
What prompted the remitter was an
implication from the Tribunal that there
were differences of opinion between an
earlier advice prepared for the AttorneyGeneral and the later joint advice relied
upon by the Attorney-General and the
subject of the waiver of privilege argument
before the High Court. The Court of
Appeal reconsidered the application of
section 50(4) of the Act upon inspection
of the documents and concluded that
nothing in the documents attracted the
over-ride provision.
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The Court of Appeal relied on what was
said in Secretary to the Department of
Premier and Cabinet v Hulls, that is, the
public interest over-ride cannot apply
simply because a tribunal holds “in its
opinion” that it should but rather the
release of the documents in question
must “demand or necessitate disclosure”.
In this case, upon reflection of all
the documents, the Court of Appeal
maintained that public policy did not
require their disclosure.
While it is unlikely that the Court of
Appeal’s decision in Osland will be the last
word on this case, it does strike a delicate
balance between the public interest in the
maintenance on legal professional privilege
on the one hand and public access to
documents relevant to executive decision
making on the other.
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Limiting the Scope of Litigation Privilege
for Proofs of Evidence
Dispute Resolution Law Clerk, Kate Skibsted, analyses the recent
Full Court of the Federal Court decision of ACCC v Cadbury Schweppes,
a case addressing the scope of litigation privilege for finalised proofs of evidence.
This case dealt with an appeal by the
ACCC to a claim of common law legal
professional privilege over final versions
of proofs of evidence served on the
opposing party in earlier proceedings.
The proofs of evidence were served on
the opponent in the original proceedings
subject to a court order.
Despite the court order to prepare and
serve the evidence, the Court found
that by their essential nature, the proofs
came into existence for the dominant
purpose of being served on the opponent.
By determining an essential element
of confidentiality to be non-disclosure
to one’s opponent, the Court found it
impossible for litigation privilege to attach
to final proofs of evidence.
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The Court distinguished final proofs from
drafts, deciding that the proofs would have
remained privileged until the party made the
decision to disclose such evidence to the
opponent, and by doing so, the claim to legal
professional privilege was removed.
The Court made no distinction between an
affidavit, witness statement or finalised proof
of evidence; if its purpose is to serve on the
opposing party, it is no longer within the
rationale of litigation privilege.
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The New South Wales Supreme Court
in Buzzle Operations v Apple Computer
Australia has recently followed the
decision, applying the rationale to legal
professional privilege claimed under
section 119 of the Evidence Act. Despite
the narrower scope for claiming privilege
under the Act, the Court stated that the
very nature of finalised proofs of evidence
with the purpose of being served on the
opposing party created an absence of
confidentiality, and in turn did not attract
protection under section 119.
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Seminar - The Changing Economic Position What you need to know

The global financial crisis presents
challenges in all areas of business and new
trading conditions create legal issues that
need to be dealt with:
•

How reliable is that contract?

•

What happens if it is no longer
economic to perform that contract?

•

Can I make employees redundant
with WorkCover claims?

•

What do I need to consider
about WorkCover and disability
discrimination claims before
re-structuring my staff?

•

•

What does it mean if there is an
administrator/liquidator/receiver
appointed/to a debtor or contractor?
Should I attend the meetings called?

Join us for this intimate boardroom
presentation chaired by Adelaide
Managing Partner, Tony Britten-Jones,
as our experienced Partners discuss this
and other topics that have an immediate
relationship with the conditions we now
face.

About the speakers
•

Andrew Robertson, Partner
Speaking about contractual
obligations

•

Neville John, Partner
Speaking about employment issues

•

Steven Thomas, Partner
Speaking about credit and issues
relating to insolvency appointments

Adelaide
Wednesday 10 June 2009
5.15pm for a 5.30pm start
concluding at 7.00pm
Piper Alderman
167 Flinders Street Adelaide, SA 5000
(Refreshments will be served following
the presentation)
RSVP - by Monday 8 June
To RSVP for this event please click
the link below
www.MyBookingManager.com/
changingeconomy09

Piper Alderman
Sydney
Level 23
Governor Macquarie Tower
1 Farrer Place
Sydney NSW 2000
DX 10216, Sydney Stock Exchange
t + 61 2 9253 9999
f + 61 2 9253 9900

Melbourne
Level 24
385 Bourke Street
Melbourne VIC 3000
GPO Box 2105
Melbourne VIC 3001
DX 30829, Collins Street
t + 61 3 8665 5555
f + 61 3 8665 5500

Brisbane
Level 9
239 George Street
Brisbane QLD 4000
GPO Box 3134
Brisbane QLD 4001
DX 105, Brisbane
t + 61 7 3220 7777
f + 61 7 3220 7700

Adelaide
167 Flinders Street
Adelaide SA 5000
GPO Box 65
Adelaide SA 5001
DX 102, Adelaide
t + 61 8 8205 3333
f + 61 8 8205 3300

enquiries@piperalderman.com.au
www.piperalderman.com.au
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